Model simulations of gas mixing and ventilation distribution in the human lung.
A new lung model that incorporates intra-acinar diffusion- and convection-dependent inhomogeneities (DCDI) and interregional and intraregional convection-dependent inhomogeneities (CDI) is described. The model is divided into two regions, each containing two subunits. Each of the four subunits in the model consists of a multi-branch-point structure, based on the anatomic data from Haefeli-Bleuer and Weibel (Anat. Record 220: 401-414, 1988). The subunit turnover (TO), i.e., the ratio of subunit tidal to resting volume, and the flow sequences (FS) between the subunits are used as model parameters. The model simulates the normalized alveolar slope (Sn), Fowler and Bohr dead space (VDF and VDB), and alveolar mixing efficiency (AME) as a function of breath number (n) during a multiple-breath N2 washout (MBNW). For the first breath of the MBNW, these indexes are poorly sensitive to the TO distribution or FS between the subunits. However, as the washout proceeds, the n dependence of both Sn and VDB becomes markedly distinct for simulations with different TO and FS. VDF increases only slightly with n during the MBNW for a large range of TO and FS combinations, and AME is independent of FS. Comparison of published experimental observations with model simulations gave a consistent picture of ventilation maldistribution in the human lung. MBNW simulations in conditions of weightlessness, which will be performed shortly in Spacelab, suggest that it will be possible to evaluate quantitatively the intraregional elastic inhomogeneities in the human lung.